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ABOUT THE ARTIST Jennifer Whitten is an American artist and immigrated to Melbourne in 
2009.  At the start of her career her fastidious manner of working 
seemed well suited for medical illustration, but she quickly abandoned 
medical studies in pursuit of her own artistic investigations. 
  
For years, her photorealistic paintings have aestheticized time, 
absence and memory; and most recently, after an encounter in Italy 
with a collection of 18th century reverse-glass paintings, she 
determined that glass would serve as an ideal conduit of these 
themes.  Oil, reverse-glass and representational painting have lengthy 
histories, but Jennifer’s edgy recontextualization of these methods 
upends any hint of the conventional.  Incorporating everything from 
steel, to video, to live music, her complex installations defy the 
traditional 2D confines set for painting but preserve its seduction and 
sincerity. 

OVERVIEW About-face! This workshop is about using Photoshop to decipher the 
palettes artists used for skin and dispelling the colour myths of skin. 
Instead of aiming for the students to produce an image during the 
class, we focus solely on this as a colour-mixing workshop and using 
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Photoshop to help us do it. This is the exact process I use to create my 
own palettes. 
 
Rather than translate a photo, we will use an existing painting (by an 
old master, like Singer-Sargent) to study. The students will have time to 
mix and continue to work their way across the canvas, even after the 
class is over. Mixing (through the Photoshop lens) will help them 
develop sensitivity to the colour nuances in skin that would otherwise 
be missed. 
 
Then, it’s up to them—they can either do what’s called a colour quilt 
(apply the colours they mix to a grid, which results in a colour “map” of 
the painting we deciphered) or they can store the paint palette they 
mix and a have a go at re-creating the painting later. Based on 
experience, I have a feeling they will only mix a couple of colours within 
the time limit, but at least they will leave with an appreciation for the 
complexities of skin colour. 

YEAR LEVELS Suitable for All Levels 

ART ELEMENTS & PRINCIPLES Colour, tone 

LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES 

Students will:  
• Learn how to use Photoshop to decipher the palettes artists used 

for skin and dispel the colour myths of skin.  
• Focus on colour-mixing and using Photoshop to help you do it, 

using the exact process Jen uses to create her own palettes.  
• Mix and work their way across the canvas, even after the class is 

over. Mixing (through the Photoshop lens) will help you develop 
sensitivity to the colour nuances in skin that would otherwise be 
missed.  

• Leave with an appreciation for the complexities of skin colour. 

MAKE Step 1: Using the colour-mixing system from the lecture, work your way 
across the posturised image and mix to match the bands you find.  

 Step 2: To test colour mixtures for accuracy, apply a sample directly 
into the corresponding colour in your laminated image. If the colour 
successfully matches, it will disappear completely.  
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 Step 3: At random, apply the colours you mix to your gridded canvas 
board; the result will be a “colour quilt”, a colour map of the image. 
This can be continued long after the workshop for practice.  

 Step 4: If the colours you mixed are properly stored and you have 
mixed enough paint, the colours could be used later to replicate the 
image. (This activity will be beyond the scope of the workshop, 
though).  

EXTENSION The activity I’ve designed is really the foundation for setting up any 
painting; particularly one in which one would work from a photograph. 
This is the process I always follow when setting up my palette at the 
outset of a painting. So, the most obvious answer is that you could use 
it to paint a fully realised painting. For a simpler activity, you could do 
my “Andy Warhol” style project (the one I did at Zart back in Feb), in 
which an image was very simply posturised (fewer levels) and different 
colours could be selected by each student to match the existing values 
in the posturised image. For example, if there is a light band of value in 
the image, you could select a really like red, yellow, green (any colour 
of the same value) from a pile of swatches. Then the student, using the 
mixing strategies from my workshop, could mix to match that swatch 
and then paint it onto their canvas. 

DISCUSSION /  
REFLECTION 

• How has this process changed the way you perceive colour? Were 
you surprised about the colours you were able to see?  

• Have you ever made a muddy violet using the 3-primary colour 
system (RYB)? Do you now understand why that happened? What is 
colour bias? 

• What are the 3 Coordinates of Colour? What is the question 
associated with each one? Which is the most important? 

• How do you desaturate a colour? 
• What are warm and cool colours? At what point does this system 

fall apart? 
• A common complaint I hear from students is that their painting 

looks flat; do you now see how a thorough understanding of colour 
theory is the antidote to that flatness? 

• Palette knife use, how to set up your palette for maximum 
efficiency. 

MATERIALS & EQUIPMENT • Canvas  
(canvas board or canvas-paper, as this is just a colour study not a 
finished painting) 
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• Oil paint 
(titanium white, ivory black, phthalo blue, ultramarine blue, Indian 
yellow, alizarin crimson, naphthol red, yellow ochre) 

• Essential extras 
(palette knife, palette (preferably glass or smooth high-gloss tile), 
brushes (assorted),  

• Reference Image  
(as provided, ideally to be printed and laminated). 

 
Optional:  
notebook, small airtight paint storage containers, clove oil (from the 
chemist) 

INSPIRATION 
RELATED ARTWORK,  
LINKS & SOURCES 

  

Image: John Singer Sargent 

 


